BROOCH
Unique ID: SF5122
Object type certainty: Certain
Workflow status: Published
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Broad period: ROMAN
Period from: ROMAN
Date from: AD 150
Date to: AD 270
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Copper-alloy conical disc brooch, missing pin and part of the outer ring of the main body. The pin
was hinged on two close set lugs, both now blocked with corrosion, probably copper alloy from the
pin bar. Opposite the lugs is an incomplete catchplate. The central cone has a hollow hemispherical
setting at the top, within which a small knob is lower than the sides. The cone has three concentric
ribs at the base; the outer one has fine incised lines across it. A broad flat area beyond this has a 2
mm high turned-up flange around the edge, and within it patches of corroded material, probably
solder. Five of an original eight small projecting lugs survive around the edge, one on the line of the
pin bar lugs and one on the line of the catchplate. Diameter (excluding lugs) 33 mm, height of cone
and base (excluding pin bar lugs) 12.5 mm. Type as Hattatt no. 1431; Hattatt suggests that it is
mainly found in Britain and Gaul but occasionally scattered well beyond, and dates to the later 2nd
and 3rd century.

Dimensions and weight
Quantity: 1
Thickness: 12 mm
Weight: 10.28 g
Diameter: 33 mm
Discovery dates

Date(s) of discovery: Thursday 1st February 2001
Personal details
Found by: This information is restricted for your login.
Recorded by: Judith Plouviez
Identified by: Judith Plouviez
Materials and construction
Primary material: Copper alloy
Completeness: Incomplete

Spatial metadata
Region: Eastern (European Region)
County or Unitary authority: Suffolk (County)
District: Mid Suffolk (District)
To be known as: SUFFOLK TOSTOCK

Spatial coordinates
Unmasked grid reference accurate to a 10 metre square.
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Discovery metadata
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Method of discovery: Metal detector
General landuse: Cultivated land
Specific landuse: Character undetermined

